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COVID-19
(Coronavirus)
Impact Update

IBISWorld's analysts constantly monitor the industry impacts of current events in real-time – here is an update of
how this industry is likely to be impacted as a result of the global COVID-19 pandemic:

· Revenue for the Jewellery Stores industry in Canada is expected to decrease, mainly due to the COVID-19
(coronavirus) pandemic. For more detail, please see the Current Performance chapter.

· The industry's profit margin is expected to decrease as a result of the adverse economic effects of the coronavirus
pandemic. For more detail, please see the Cost Structure Benchmarks chapter.

· Demand for the industry's goods is expected to decrease as a result of the coronavirus pandemic. For more detail,
please see the Products and Services chapter.
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About IBISWorld
IBISWorld specializes in industry research with coverage on thousands of global industries. Our comprehensive data and in-depth analysis help
businesses of all types gain quick and actionable insights on industries around the world. Busy professionals can spend less time researching
and preparing for meetings, and more time focused on making strategic business decisions that benefit you, your company and your clients. We
offer research on industries in the US, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, Germany, the UK, Ireland, China and Mexico, as well as industries that
are truly global in nature.
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About This Industry
Industry Definition This Jewellery Stores industry in Canada retails jewellery made of gold, diamonds, silver and other precious metals

and gemstones. This industry only includes specialty jewellery stores and does not include department stores or
online establishments that sell jewellery along with other items.

Major Players Zale Corporation

Tiffany & Co.

Birks

Main Activities The primary activities of this industry are:

Selling gold jewellery

Selling silver jewellery

Selling diamond jewellery

The major products and services in this industry are:

Diamond jewellery

Gold jewellery

Watches

Pearl and gemstone jewellery

Other
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Supply Chain

SIMILAR INDUSTRIES

Jewellery & Watch Wholesaling in
Canada

New Car Dealers in Canada Consumer Electronics Stores in
Canada

Beauty, Cosmetics & Fragrance
Stores in Canada

Handbag, Luggage & Accessory
Stores in Canada

     

     

RELATED INTERNATIONAL INDUSTRIES

Jewelry Stores in the US Online Jewelry & Watch Sales Watch and Jewellery Retailing in
Australia

Jewelry Stores in China

Jewellery & Watch Stores in the
UK

Watch and Jewellery Retailing in
New Zealand
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Industry at a Glance
Key Statistics

$3.0bn
Revenue

Annual Growth

2015–2020

-1.4%

Annual Growth

2020–2025

0.0%

Annual Growth

2015–2025

 

$146.2m
Profit

Annual Growth

2015–2020

-8.2%

  Annual Growth

2015–2020

 

4.9%
Profit Margin

Annual Growth

2015–2020

-2.1pp

  Annual Growth

2015–2020

 

3,951
Businesses

Annual Growth

2015–2020

-3.8%

Annual Growth

2020–2025

-1.9%

Annual Growth

2015–2025

 

15,810
Employment

Annual Growth

2015–2020

-3.7%

Annual Growth

2020–2025

-0.9%

Annual Growth

2015–2025

 

$448.7m
Wages

Annual Growth

2015–2020

-3.1%

Annual Growth

2020–2025

-0.7%

Annual Growth

2015–2025

Key External Drivers % = 2015–20 Annual Growth

-3.5%
Demand from department stores

23.3%
Demand from e-commerce and
online auctions

1.6%
Per capita disposable income

3.0%
Number of households earning
$100K or more

 
Industry Structure

POSITIVE IMPACT

  Capital Intensity
Low   Concentration

Low

  Regulation & Policy
Light / Steady   Technology Change

Low

MIXED IMPACT

  Life Cycle
Mature   Revenue Volatility

Medium

  Industry Globalization
Medium / Increasing

NEGATIVE IMPACT

  Industry Assistance
None / Steady   Barriers to Entry

Low / Steady

  Competition
High / Steady

 

Key Trends

 Industry revenue typically fluctuates in line with per capita
disposable income levels

 The industry is not exclusively reliant on the state of the
economy

 The operating environment for the industry has become
increasingly competitive

 IBISWorld anticipates operators will increase their value-
added service expenses

 IBISWorld estimates that the industry will experience
increased external competition

 Despite increasing competition, there are still opportunities
ahead for some operators

 The price movements of precious metal inputs can
significantly influence the industry's overall performance
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Products & Services Segmentation

 
Major Players SWOT

STRENGTHS

  Low Imports

  High Profit vs. Sector Average

  Low Product/Service Concentration

  Low Capital Requirements

   

WEAKNESSES

  Low & Steady Barriers to Entry

  None & Steady Level of Assistance

  High Competition

  High Customer Class Concentration

  Low Revenue per Employee

   

OPPORTUNITIES

  Demand from department stores

   

THREATS

  Low Revenue Growth (2005-2020)

  Low Revenue Growth (2015-2020)

  Low Outlier Growth

  Low Revenue Growth (2020-2025)

  Low Performance Drivers

  Per capita disposable income
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Executive Summary Shine bright: Increasingly stabilizing commodity prices are expected to
contribute to more consistent industry growth

The Jewellery Stores industry in Canada sells jewellery, timepieces and sterling and plated silverware from brick-
and-mortar establishments. Over the five years to 2020, industry revenue has decreased as worsening economic
conditions across Canada prompted a decrease in downstream consumer demand for jewellery and watches. The
industry has also experienced increased external competition from department stores, supercentres, mass
merchandisers and e-tailers. During the period, increased demand for these competing industries, particularly
online-based businesses, has pressured industry demand. As a result of increased external coemption and weak
economic conditions, industry revenue has decreased during the five-year period, falling at an annualized rate of
1.4% to $3.0 billion. In 2020 alone, a forecast 12.6% decrease in revenue is expected to occur as a result of the
COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic and the adverse economic effects, such as rising unemployment and decreasing
consumer confidence. In addition, coronavirus has caused majority of the industry's establishments to close during
the peak of the pandemic to help mitigate the spread of the virus.

Given the industry's commoditization, the price movements of precious metal inputs can significantly influence the
industry's overall performance. Fluctuations in the prices of gold, silver, platinum and diamonds have both positive
and negative effects on the industry. Although increases in the prices of precious metals raise the costs for the
industry's products, it also deters many lower income consumers to not purchase goods from operators. As a result,
IBISWorld estimates that the average industry profit margin, measured as earnings before interest and taxes, will
account for 4.9% of revenue in 2020, compared with 7.0% in 2015.

Over the five years to 2025, IBISWorld estimates that the industry will remain stagnant at an estimated $3.0 billion.
Increasingly stabilizing commodity prices and a growing economy are both expected to contribute to more consistent
growth over the next five years. A significant share of industry revenue is generated by the wealthiest income
quintile. Therefore, an annualized 4.0% expansion in the number of households earning $100,000 or more over the
next five years will further broaden the industry's customer base. However, increased competition from external
industries, particularly e-commerce websites, is projected to pressure industry growth.
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Industry Performance

Key External
Drivers

Number of households earning $100K or more

Individuals and households with an income of $100,000 or more form the largest market segment for this industry
because they have greater discretionary spending power. Consequently, when the number of households with an
income of more than $100,000 increases, it increases demand for jewellery and boosts industry revenue. The
number of households in this cohort is expected to decrease in 2020.

 

Per capita disposable income

Per capita disposable income reflects the buying power of an overall consumer base. When per capita disposable
income increases, people have additional resources to spend at their discretion. Since jewellery purchases are
discretionary, an increase in per capita disposable income translates into higher revenue for jewellery stores. Per
capita disposable income is expected to increase in 2020.

 

Demand from department stores

Department stores compete directly with specialty jewellery stores, as they too offer a wide range of jewellery
products. Department stores also offer the additional convenience of selling a variety of other items under the same
roof. Consequently, increasing demand from department stores negatively affects industry revenue. Demand from
department stores is expected to decrease in 2020, representing a potential opportunity for this industry.

 

Demand from e-commerce and online auctions

Jewellery stores regularly compete with external retailers such as e-commerce sites and online auctions.
Consequently, an increase in demand for e-commerce hurts industry growth, as it siphons revenue from the brick-
and-mortar establishments that operate in this industry. In 2020, demand from e-commerce and online auctions is
projected to increase significantly, posing a potential threat to the industry.
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Current
Performance

The Jewellery Stores industry in Canada retails jewellery, timepieces and
sterling and plated silverware.

The industry is composed of brick-and-mortar shops and does not include internet, mail-order or direct-sale retailers.
Over the five years to 2020, decreasing consumer confidence levels alongside a rise in the national unemployment
rate have discouraged consumers to purchase jewellery sold by this industry. In addition, intensified competition
from external industries has lowered revenue for industry operators.

As the prices of gold and silver increases, jewellery store operators typically increase their selling prices, placing
upward pressure on industry revenue. Nonetheless, decreasing economic conditions as a whole have negatively
shifted downstream consumer demand for jewellery and watches, driving industry revenue to fall. Over the five years
to 2020, IBISWorld expects industry revenue to fall at an annualized rate of 1.4% to total $3.0 billion, including an
expected decline of 12.6% in 2020 alone. This decline in 2020 can be mainly attributed to the ongoing COVID-19
(coronavirus) pandemic, which has forced a majority of retail locations to shut down during the peak of the
pandemic. In addition, the rise in precious metal values has caused an increase in the price of jewellery, also
contributing to the declining revenue figures.

MACROECONOMIC EFFECTS

Given the discretionary nature of the industry's goods, the industry is
particularly sensitive to changes in the broader Canadian economy.

Over 30.0% of total industry revenue comes from the wealthiest consumer quintile, which ultimately indicates that
consumers with deeper pockets are the ones that are the most likely to splurge on jewellery and other industry
goods. Thus, industry revenue typically fluctuates in line with per capita disposable income levels, the number of
households earning $100,000 or more and consumer confidence. Over the five years to 2020, most of these drivers
worked in the industry's favour. IBISWorld expects per capita disposable income to have increased at an annualized
rate of 1.7% over the five years to 2020, which enabled shoppers to spend more per visit at the industry's many
establishments. Furthermore, an annualized 2.3% increase in the number of households earning $100,000 or more
during the same period served to expand the industry's largest consumer pool. Despite the adverse effects of
coronavirus, those drivers have been able to keep the industry afloat during times of economic uncertainty.

COMMODITY PRICES

Despite the discretionary nature of industry goods, the Jewellery Stores
industry in Canada is not exclusively reliant on the state of the economy.

Fluctuations in the world prices of gold, silver, platinum and diamonds also affect industry revenue. When the prices
of these commodities increase, industry operators typically pass the cost increases on to their customers in the form
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of higher selling prices, effectively raising revenue. Over the five years to 2020, the world price of gold has increased
an annualized 8.8%. Consequently, the world price of silver has also increased an annualized 7.1% during the same
period. Due to the drastic rise in the world price of silver and gold industry operators will be forced to raise their
prices, and simultaneously discouraging lower income markets to purchase the industry's products. Despite the
rising per capita disposable income levels, industry revenue has still decreased due to coronavirus and its adverse
economic effects. The decreasing economic drives such as consumer confidence and consumer spending, along
with a rise in national unemployment levels, have caused the industry's profit margin to also decrease. In 2020,
IBISWorld estimates that the average industry profit margin, measured as earnings before interest and taxes, will
account for 4.9% of industry revenue, down from 7.0% in 2015.

EXTERNAL COMPETITION

The operating environment for the Jewellery Stores industry in Canada
has become increasingly competitive over the five years to 2020,
stemming from industry consolidation and higher demand for competing
industries, such as supercentres and online retailers.

The popularity of custom jewellery, supported by the fast fashion trend, has put online jewellery stores at the
forefront of the jewellery sector. Since online stores have the advantage of operating out of low-cost areas and do
not have to incur overheads such as high rent and maintenance costs, they can offer better bargains and still
maintain their profitability. Since a significant amount of revenue for online stores comes from custom jewellery, a
rise in its popularity has encouraged increased traffic on online stores' websites.

Department stores are another source of external competition for this industry. Department stores have started
stocking major jewellery and watch brands and offer an online platform, which consumers can use. Additionally, they
have the advantage of offering one-stop shopping, permitting people to shop for many different things under one
roof. Consequently, they have also taken some of the market share away from the domestic Jewellery Stores
industry.

The threat of nonjewellery retailers competing for the same customer base as traditional jewellery stores has
constrained the industry's size. The number of companies operating in the industry has contracted at an annualized
rate of 3.8% over the five years to 2020, totalling 3,951 enterprises. Slowing industry participation, coupled with the
industry's increased capital intensity, has reduced the industry's demand for labour. Similarly, the number of industry
employees is forecast to decline at an annualized rate of 3.7% to 15,810 workers, as operators consolidate or exit
the industry.
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Historical Performance Data

Year
Revenue

($m)
IVA

($m)
Establishments

(Units)
Enterprises

(Units)
Employment

(Units)
Exports

($m)
Imports

($m)
Wages

($m)

Domestic
Demand

($m)

Number of
households

earning $100k
or more

($)
2011 2,990 810 5,506 4,964 20,794 N/A N/A 535 N/A 3,080,590
2012 3,053 829 5,474 4,941 21,339 N/A N/A 566 N/A 3,268,910
2013 2,882 755 5,338 4,817 19,752 N/A N/A 512 N/A 3,445,820
2014 2,927 762 5,383 4,866 18,743 N/A N/A 507 N/A 3,634,990
2015 3,198 794 5,306 4,800 19,065 N/A N/A 525 N/A 3,788,070
2016 3,171 783 5,189 4,679 18,988 N/A N/A 512 N/A 3,882,450
2017 3,398 764 5,018 4,506 18,184 N/A N/A 439 N/A 4,111,600
2018 3,412 774 4,851 4,347 17,816 N/A N/A 469 N/A 4,340,943
2019 3,413 802 4,687 4,201 17,446 N/A N/A 499 N/A 4,525,505
2020 2,984 637 4,390 3,951 15,810 N/A N/A 449 N/A 4,236,472
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Industry Outlook
Outlook Over the five years to 2025, the Jewellery Stores industry in Canada is

expected to remain stagnant.

Compared with the previous five-year period, as the macroeconomic climate improves and the world price of gold
decreases, revenue is still expected to remain at similar levels. Due to the expensive and discretionary nature of the
industry's products, increases in consumer spending and the number of households earning $100,000 or more are
likely to benefit industry demand. Since 57.5% of the industry's demand comes from shoppers in the two wealthiest
consumer quintiles, an increase in the number of households earning more than $100,000 serves as a boon to
sales. Over the five years to 2025, IBISWorld expects that this income demographic will increase an annualized
4.0%, which will help support industry growth during the period. However, the industry is also particularly sensitive to
fluctuations in the prices of gold and silver. As these commodity prices are expected to decrease, operators are
going to be forced to lower prices and reduce their potential revenue. Due to all of the expected countervailing
trends, IBISWorld anticipates that industry revenue will remain stagnant over the five years to 2025, totalling $3.0
billion.

EXTERNAL COMPETITION

Over the five years to 2025, IBISWorld estimates that the industry will
experience increased external competition, particularly from online
stores.

Demand for e-commerce and online auctions is projected by IBISWorld to increase an annualized 5.9% over the
next five years, increasing the likelihood that consumers will turn to the internet for their jewellery needs in lieu of
industry operators. This will effectively siphon revenue from the industry. However, in response to the growth of
online shopping, operators will place emphasis on customer service. The employees working at industry
establishments are typically well-trained and able to provide extensive insight on product quality. Comparatively,
most of the workers employed by alternative retailers, such as supercentres, are given basic training and are often
unable to provide thorough assistance. For example, major player Birks Group Inc. reopened its Montreal flagship
store in 2018 to include a concierge service and lounge. However, despite these efforts to improve customer
service, industry employment is still expected to fall at an annualized rate of 0.9% to 15,117 workers.

IBISWorld anticipates that jewellery stores will also increase their brand building and value-added service expenses.
Even now, larger jewellery stores such as Tiffany & Co. have budgets dedicated to the upkeep of their stores,
advertising, customer service and brand building. Other players are also expected to intensify their brand building
operations over the five years to 2025 through advertising and promotion campaigns. Consequently, IBISWorld
expects the industry's average expenditure on advertising and promotion-related activities to increase over the five
years to 2025, in an effort to bring customers back to specialty jewellery stores instead of online and department
stores.

Furthermore, IBISWorld expects that the industry will lose consumer dollars to the Department Stores industry in
Canada (IBISWorld report 45211CA) and the Warehouse Clubs and Supercentres industry in Canada (45291CA),
as these operators expand their line of jewellery products. These industries often appeal to consumers with more
limited income, as they generally charge lower prices than the specialty retailers that operate in this industry. Due to
increasing competition, new entrants will be discouraged from entering the industry. Thus, the number of industry
enterprises is forecast to decrease at an annualized rate of 1.9% to 3,589 companies over the five years to 2025.
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OPPORTUNITIES AHEAD

Despite increasing competition, there are still opportunities ahead for
some industry operators.

The number of households earning $100,000 or more is expected to increase at an annualized rate of 4.0% over the
next five years, representing rapid growth in the industry's core consumer segment. Industry operators that
specifically appeal to this clientele are expected to be more successful relative to other companies in the industry.
Additionally, consumer spending is expected to increase an annualized 3.1% during the same period, representing a
more rapid increase relative to the previous five-year period. This also represents an opportunity for industry
operators, as an increase in consumer spending positively correlates with increased discretionary spending. Industry
profit is also expected to slightly expand over the five years to 2025, benefiting industry operators as shoppers with
deeper pockets trade up to high-value, high-margin products. IBISWorld estimates that profit, measured as earnings
before interest and taxes, will account for 6.7% of industry revenue in 2025, representing an increase from 4.9% in
2020.

Lastly, the global economy is also entering the mass customization age with the advent of 3D printing and other
customization technologies. IBISWorld expects that many industry operators will follow this trend and begin focusing
on customized rings, bracelets, necklaces and other pieces of jewellery, along with their regular collections.

Performance Outlook Data

Year
Revenue

($m)
IVA

($m)
Establishments

(Units)
Enterprises

(Units)
Employment

(Units)
Exports

($m)
Imports

($m)
Wages

($m)

Domestic
Demand

($m)

Number of
households

earning $100k
or more  ($)

2020 2,984 637 4,390 3,951 15,810 N/A N/A 449 N/A 4,236,472
2021 3,000 701 4,327 3,890 15,720 N/A N/A 447 N/A 4,323,401
2022 2,997 697 4,246 3,812 15,576 N/A N/A 444 N/A 4,518,372
2023 3,005 695 4,171 3,739 15,458 N/A N/A 441 N/A 4,733,535
2024 2,993 684 4,088 3,660 15,271 N/A N/A 437 N/A 4,947,212
2025 2,985 676 4,013 3,589 15,117 N/A N/A 433 N/A 5,146,494
2026 2,972 667 3,942 3,522 14,955 N/A N/A 429 N/A 5,345,024

Industry Life Cycle The life cycle stage of this industry is    Mature

LIFE CYCLE REASONS

There is little technological change in this industry

The industry has wholehearted market acceptance

The industry has stable product lines
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The Jewellery Stores industry in Canada is in the mature phase of its economic life cycle. IBISWorld estimates that
industry value added (IVA), which measures an industry's contribution to the overall economy, will decrease at an
annualized rate of 1.6% over the 10 years to 2025. Canada's GDP is expected to grow an annualized 1.8% during
the same period. Although IVA that declines compared with GDP growth is indicative of a declining industry, other
factors point to its maturity. These factors include stable product lines and widespread market acceptance.

There is little technological innovation in the industry at the retail level, and no significant technological changes are
expected over the five years to 2025. However, the industry is kept from declining by its well-established product
segments, which have changed little over time, and consequently, gained the wholehearted acceptance of the
industry's target market. The market for jewellery has thus always existed in some form, especially for special
occasions such as engagements and weddings. Moreover, while the industry's specific product mix as a whole may
change with fashion trends and consumer preferences, the overall makeup of the industry's products is not
anticipated to change moving forward.
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Products & Markets
Supply Chain Key Buying Industries

1st Tier

Consumers in Canada

2nd Tier

Funeral Homes in Canada

Independent Artists, Writers and Performers In Canada

Movie, TV & Video Production in Canada

Key Selling Industries
1st Tier

Jewellery Manufacturing in Canada

Jewellery & Watch Wholesaling in Canada

2nd Tier

Gold & Silver Ore Mining in Canada

Mineral & Phosphate Mining in Canada

Metal Plating & Treating in Canada

Nonferrous Metal Foundry Product Manufacturing in
Canada

Products & Services

  Demand for the Jewellery Stores industry's products is expected to
decrease due to the adverse economic effects of COVID-19 (coronavirus).

In addition to the lower consumer confidence levels, these products are considered discretionary goods and
consumers will be more reluctant to purchase them during times of economic uncertainty.

DIAMOND JEWELLERY

Diamond jewellery forms the second-largest product segment in the
Jewellery Stores industry in Canada.

This segment includes rings, necklaces, bracelets and other items, in which diamonds constitute 50.0% or more of
the value of the finished piece. Consumers buy diamonds for various occasions, including engagements, weddings
and anniversaries. Diamond jewellery is expected to account for 32.4% of industry revenue in 2020. Due to its
relatively high price point, diamond jewellery is a low-volume, high-value product segment. Over the five years to
2020, diamond jewellery has decreased as a share of revenue, though this is due to the growth of other product
segments as opposed to an inherent contraction in the diamond jewellery segment itself.

WATCHES

In 2020, IBISWorld estimates that watches make up 38.1% of total industry
revenue in 2020.

Demand for watches is particularly high because while most jewellery is mainly worn by women, both men and
women wear watches, expanding this segment's consumer pool. Similar to diamonds, watches are a low-volume,
high-value segment due to the massive price differential between high-end branded watches and lower-end ones.
Over the past five years, watches have increased as a share of industry revenue, as the increasing use of cell
phones has replaced the need for digital watches and enabled analogue watches to resurge in popularity as a
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fashion piece.

GOLD JEWELLERY

Gold jewellery is expected to account for 7.4% of industry revenue in
2020.

This segment includes all gold jewellery items in which diamonds, coloured stones or pearls constitute less than
50.0% of jewellery value. Revenue generated by this product segment tends to fluctuate more than the revenue
generated by diamond jewellery because the price of gold and its fashion appeal is a lot more volatile as compared
with diamonds. Over the past five years, the proportion of revenue generated by this product segment has risen
slightly as the world price of gold has increased and raising the selling price of gold jewellery.

PEARL AND GEMSTONE JEWELLERY

Pearl and other gemstone jewellery sales are expected to account for
6.3% of industry revenue in 2020.

This segment includes all jewellery items in which pearl or nondiamond gemstones constitute more than 50.0% of
jewellery value. This segment has slightly decreased over the five years to 2020 as consumers tend to purchase
more diamond or gold incrusted jewellery and as consumer confidence decreases due to coronavirus. This segment
heavily relies on consumer confidence since pearls and other gemstone jewellery is often purchased as a gift
instead of traditional items, such as engagement rings. However, this segment's share of revenue is expected to
increase over the five years to 2025 as nondiamond gemstones are becoming more socially accepted in
engagement rings.

OTHER

Other products sold by this industry include other jewellery types, loose
gemstones and nonjewellery items.

Moreover, a small share of revenue is generated from services such as custom fittings, cleanings and engravings. In
2020, IBISWorld estimates that these other products and services collectively represent 15.8% of industry revenue.
This segment's share of revenue has decreased over the five years to 2020 as coronavirus has caused many
consumers to reconsider an expensive and nonessential jewellery purchase.

Demand
Determinants

Economic conditions

Higher-income consumers purchase the majority of the jewellery sold by the Jewellery Stores industry in Canada
due to its relatively expensive price tag as compared with other consumer goods. Additionally, due to its cost and
nonessential nature, jewellery tends to be one of the first products to experience reduced sales during periods of low
disposable income. Consequently, per capita disposable income levels, in addition to the number of households that
earn over $100,000, largely dictate demand for industry products.

Consumer confidence also affects demand for industry products. The consumer confidence index measures the
average consumer's expectations of their ability to maintain their current income stream in the future. Strong
confidence in their own incomes has a major influence on consumers' decisions to purchase high-value products,
such as jewellery. Unemployment, inflation and GDP growth are the key determinants of consumer confidence, and
consequently, have a large effect on demand for the industry. As a result, demand for the industry's products is
expected to decline during the COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic. Coronavirus has caused the consumer
confidence level to decrease dramatically, negatively affecting demand for the industry's products.

Consumer preferences

The propensity for individuals to marry affects the number of purchases for diamond rings, and to a lesser extent,
other jewellery. As diamonds account for over a quarter of the industry's revenue, and engagement jewellery makes
up a substantial portion of diamond sales, the marriage rate has a significant influence on industry revenue.

Fashion trends also exert a significant influence on demand for this industry. Consumer trends and tastes vary over
time and can affect the type of jewellery purchased as well as the decision to purchase it. For example, the advent
of digital watches reduced demand for analogue watches. However, as cell phones have replaced the need for time-
telling devices, analogue watches have returned as style pieces.

Supply side considerations

Jewellery stores are also affected by industry-wide fluctuations in the price of diamonds, gold and, to a lesser extent,
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other precious and semiprecious metals and stones. Fluctuations of raw input prices can positively affect industry
revenue if price changes are passed on to consumers. However, more expensive jewellery will ultimately reduce
industry demand by limiting the number of individuals that can afford the industry's products. Similarly, an increase
in the availability of inexpensive jewellery items will likely lower product prices, making jewellery more appealing to a
wider income-earning spectrum and boosting industry demand.

The Diamond Trading Company, the rough diamond sales and distribution arm of the De Beers Family of
Companies, significantly influences the supply and price of diamonds. The Diamond Trading Company traditionally
controls the marketing of most of the world's supply of diamonds. It also sells rough diamonds to worldwide diamond
site holders from its London office in quantities and prices determined at its discretion.

Major Markets

  Overall demand from the Jewellery Stores industry's major markets is
expected to decline as a result of the COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic.

  Although the highest income quintile market may still experience an influx in demand for the industry's products,
lower income quintiles are more reluctant to spend during times of economic uncertainty. In addition, due to the
discretionary factor of the industry's products, consumers may tend to spend their money on necessary items,
instead of jewellery.

HIGHEST INCOME QUINTILE

The highest income quintile forms the largest market segment for the
Jewellery Stores industry in Canada, and is expected to account for 35.6%
of industry revenue in 2020.

This cohort's demand for jewellery is relatively price inelastic, and hence, was less affected by constant fluctuations
in commodity prices over the five years to 2020. This cohort is a regular purchaser of statement and fine jewellery,
and is responsible for the bulk of diamond sales in Canada. Over the five years to 2020, this income quintile has
increased its share of demand, as steadily growing levels of per capita disposable income have enabled more
consumers to afford the industry's goods.

MIDDLE-INCOME QUINTILES

The middle-income quintiles are expected to account for 59.7% of industry
revenue in 2020.

Individuals in the second-highest income quintile generate an estimated 22.0% of revenue, while the third- and
fourth-highest quintiles generate an anticipated 13.3% and 24.4% of revenue, respectively. These quintiles' demand
for the industry's jewellery products is more sensitive to changes in both consumer sentiment and price, and this
sensitivity increases as income decreases. IBISWorld estimates that the middle-income quintile has declined slightly
as a share of revenue over the five years to 2020 as consumers purchase less expensive products from operators
during times of economic uncertainty.

LOWEST QUINTILE

The lowest quintile is expected to account for 4.7% of industry revenue in
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2020.

Most of the consumers in this cohort cannot afford the products retailed at industry establishments, and only
purchase jewellery when necessary (i.e. getting engaged or married). Shoppers in this segment are more likely to
purchase jewellery from big-box retailers that offer similar products at a lower price point, or buy custom jewellery.
IBISWorld estimates that this consumer segment has contracted slightly as a share of revenue over the five years to
2020. This contraction is mainly due to the coronavirus pandemic, which causes consumers in this quintile to be
more reluctant to purchase discretionary goods such as jewellery during times of economic uncertainty.

Exports in this industry are    Low and Steady

Imports in this industry are    Low and Steady

The Jewellery Stores industry in Canada does not engage in international trade. The industry does, however,
predominantly sell imported goods. For more information regarding upstream trade in the jewellery sector, refer to
the Jewellery Manufacturing industry in Canada (IBISWorld report 33991CA).

Business
Locations

  It is imperative for operators in the Jewellery Stores industry in Canada to establish their respective presence in upscale
commercial hubs that are easily accessible and frequently visited by high-income groups. Additionally, it is equally important for
industry operators to target cities with a high rate of income growth to expand their target markets. To that end, the largest cluster
of industry establishments is in Ontario, which is expected to account for 42.9% of industry establishments in 2020. Ontario is also
Canada's most populated province, and accounts for 38.8% of its total population. Ontario also has a higher median family income
compared with the overall average in Canada, and thus forms an attractive province for this industry to target.

The second-largest cluster of industry establishments is in Quebec, which is expected to account for 21.3% of total industry
establishments and 22.6% of Canada's population in 2020. Quebec is home to Montreal, which is widely regarded as the fashion
capital of Canada. Despite having a lower median family income compared with the national average, Quebec forms an attractive
location for industry operators due to the number of people that live there, its reputation as one of Canada's main commercial
hubs and the large number of tourists that visit the province.

The third- and fourth-largest clusters of industry establishments are in British Columbia and Alberta, which are expected to
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account for 15.6% and 11.0% of industry establishments, respectively, in 2020. British Columbia is Canada's most populated
western province and accounts for 13.5% of its population, while Alberta accounts for 11.6% of Canada's population. Alberta has
the second-highest median family income in Canada and is one of the most rapidly developing provinces due to the oil wealth that
it possesses. Thus, it forms an attractive location for industry operators to set up shop.
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Competitive Landscape
Market Share
Concentration

Concentration in this industry is    Low

The Jewellery Stores industry in Canada exhibits a low level of market share concentration, with the four largest
operators representing 26.9% of total industry revenue in 2020. Over the five years to 2020, the number of industry
enterprises has slightly decreased, as larger companies have expanded their Canadian presence and used their
brand names to sustain and expand their respective market shares. For example, industry operator Michael Hill
International Limited has aggressively increased its retail presence in Canada during the period. Nonetheless, the
leading industry operators have overall failed to make significant market share gains during the five-year period,
given the industry's fragmented nature. According to the latest data available from Statistics Canada, 78.5% of
establishments in this industry are small scale and employ fewer than 10 people. To this end, most industry
operators tend to operate on a nonchain basis and comprise singular establishments aiming to serve a localized
area.

Key Success
Factors

IBISWorld identifies 250 Key Success Factors for a business. The most important for this industry are:

Ability to attract local support/patronage:
Since most industry operators work on a nonchain basis, with a singular establishment serving a local community,
attracting local support is essential for success.

Ability to effectively manage risk:
The timing of procurement and sales can result in major changes in profit and sales due to the volatile nature of
commodity prices. Hence, effective risk management is essential to hedge against currency and price risks.

Aggressive marketing/franchising - given the high level of competition:
Since industry operators tend to sell items that are perfect substitutes, product differentiation is hard. Consequently,
aggressive marketing is essential to build brand loyalty.

Establishment of brand names:
The establishment of brand names is essential to create a loyal customer base. Larger jewellery stores such as
Tiffany & Co. can command higher prices due to their higher brand equity built through years of success and
aggressive marketing.

Adaptability of operations to comply with social distancing protocols:
Industry operators must be able to adapt to new safety regulations to keep their employees safe. Improving
workplace conditions and implementing social distancing protocols will be crucial for an operator’s ability to stay
operational.
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Cost Structure
Benchmarks

  Profit

Profit, measured as earnings before interest and taxes, is expected to
account for 4.9% of industry revenue in 2020. Profitability has
decreased over the past five years, accounting for 7.0% of revenue in
2015. Profit generally remains steady as most industry operators have
adjusted their selling prices to reflect fluctuations in the world prices of
gold, silver and diamonds. However, due to the ongoing COVID-19
(coronavirus) pandemic, profit has decreased dramatically due to the
forced closure of many retail stores during the peak of the pandemic.
Although retail stores are slowly opening back up, profit is still expected
to be hindered from the massive rise in the value of precious metals,
such as gold and silver. The double-digit growth of precious metals in
2020 can also be attributed to coronavirus, as many consumers find
these metals to be a safe haven asset during times of economic
uncertainty. Such rises in the industry's input costs have also kept the
industry's profit to be lower than usual.

 

  Wages

Wages are anticipated to account for 15.0% of industry revenue in
2020. Customers greatly value sales associates and in-store
gemologists for their expert advice on high-priced purchases. Over the
past five years, wages as a share of revenue has declined from 16.4%
of revenue in 2015. This decline in wages as a share of revenue is
primarily the result of increasing acceptance of electronic data
interchange systems, which has reduced operators' demand for labour.
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  Purchases

Purchase costs comprise the largest expense category for industry
operators, accounting for 55.5% of revenue in 2020. The cost of
precious metals skyrocketed in 2020, with the world price of gold in
particular surging double digits as many Americans flocked to the
precious metal as a safe hold of value. As a result, jewellers
experienced much higher input costs. Companies that vertically
integrate operations and manufacture their own jewellery benefit from
reduced purchase costs because they do not incur the same markups
as traditional retailers.

 

  Marketing

Industry marketing and advertising costs are expected to account for
3.5% of revenue in 2020. Nevertheless, such expenditures can vary
widely. To differentiate themselves from their competition, jewellery
stores employ advertising campaigns that target their key
demographics.

 

  Depreciation

Depreciation costs are expected to account for 1.4% of industry
revenue in 2020. This figure has remained steady during the period due
to the low amount of capital used in this industry. Depreciable assets
required by industry operators include displays, cases, decorations,
cash registers and computers. However, most of the depreciable assets
purchased by industry operators are bought at the company's inception,
which keeps depreciation costs relatively consistent.

 

  Rent

Jewellery stores are often located in exclusive retail areas with greater
access to high net-worth individuals. Many operators also have stand-
alone stores, which are substantial in size. Consequently, the average
rent cost for jewellery stores is higher than the retail sector average.
Rental costs are anticipated to account for 9.7% of industry revenue in
2020.
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  Utilities

Utilities are expected to make up 1.2% of industry revenue in 2020.
Operators contend with standard expenses associated with heating,
cooling and powering their respective establishments. Utility costs vary
depending on the size and location of an operator.

 

  Other Costs

Other costs include general administrative expenses and costs
associated with research and development. Some jewellery stores incur
additional costs to track the raw materials used in their products to
ensure that they are ethically sourced. In 2020, other costs are
anticipated to comprise the remaining 8.8% of total industry revenue.

 

Basis of
Competition

Competition in this industry is    High and the trend is Steady

  INTERNAL COMPETITION

Operators in the Jewellery Stores industry in Canada primarily compete
based on location, selection, reputation and price.

Establishing storefronts in high-traffic areas is paramount to industry success, as convenient access and high
visibility are crucial components to drawing in customers. Furthermore, locating in areas with a high concentration of
wealthy consumers is beneficial to industry operators because high-income earners represent a key demographic
for jewellery stores. For these reasons, industry operators compete based on location.

To successfully compete with other jewellery stores, operators must also supply either a wide selection of jewellery
or specialized and unique products. Having an extensive product portfolio, or at least a specialized product line,
gives jewellery retailers a competitive edge in this industry.

Since industry operators tend to sell items that are perfect substitutes, jewellery stores benefit from establishing a
known trademark or reputation. A recognizable trademark, such as Tiffany & Co.'s blue box, enables operators to
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capture the consumer's interest and attract clients. Jewellery stores can achieve brand recognition through
marketing and advertising exposure or by offering products that are known to be of high quality.

To some extent, industry operators also compete on price since offering competitive prices sets a store apart from
its competition. However, demand for jewellery is more income elastic as opposed to price elastic, which means that
a decline in price results in a smaller increase in revenue as opposed to an increase in income. Consequently,
industry operators compete relatively less on price and more on other factors.

EXTERNAL COMPETITION

The industry also competes with nonjewellery retailers for consumer
dollars.

Many operators in the Department Stores industry in Canada (IBISWorld report 45211CA) and the Warehouse
Clubs and Supercentres industry in Canada (45291CA) also offer jewellery. These alternative retailers often attract
customers with more limited income, as the jewellery retailed at these stores is often less expensive than what is
sold at the specialty retailers that operate in this industry. Furthermore, time-strapped consumers are often more
likely to shop at these alternative retailers, as these one-stop-shop industries retail a variety of goods under one
roof.

Online jewellery stores also represent a source of external competition for the industry. E-tailers sell many of the
same products as brick-and-mortar stores, but with the added convenience of shopping from home or on the go.
Shoppers can also easily price compare online, ensuring that they get the best deal. Additionally, online-based
jewellery retailers can usually offer more competitive prices than brick-and-mortar stores because of their relatively
lower overhead costs.

Barriers to
Entry

Barriers to Entry in this industry are    Low and the trend is Steady

  The Jewellery Stores industry in Canada has low barriers
to entry. However, establishing a brand, investing in
capital and contracting suppliers are all obstacles that
aspiring entrants must overcome. The industry's larger
players hold a competitive advantage over new entrants
due to their well-established brands, which enable them to
charge premium prices and achieve a higher margin. This
factor could discourage new entrants. Additionally,
establishing a brand name in this industry requires a
significant investment of time and resources. For
example, major player Tiffany & Co. invested 8.6% of its
revenue in promotion and advertising in fiscal 2019 (year-
end January), while the overall industry average for such
expenses is 3.5%. Tiffany & Co. is able to invest over the
industry's average in promotion chiefly due to the strength
of its brands, which enables it to charge higher prices for
its products compared with some smaller and lesser-
known jewellery stores.

While rental and depreciation costs are low compared
with other cost categories within the industry, potential
entrants must invest a substantial amount upfront to
properly establish their operations. Aspiring jewellery
retailers may be hindered in their ability to find suitably
sized premises or even funding for such ventures. Over
time, large industry players develop strong relationships
with wholesale distributors, ensuring they receive the
most competitive prices. They are then able to pass on
these prices to customers, helping them maintain and
expand their market share. Entering retailers may not find
favourable prices outside of an established distribution
network.

Barriers to Entry Checklist

Competition High  

Concentration Low  

Life Cycle Stage Mature  

Technology Change Low  

Regulation & Policy Light  

Industry Assistance None  

Industry
Globalization

Globalization in this industry is    Medium and the trend is Increasing

  Globalization within the Jewellery Stores industry in Canada is moderate and rising, with many of the industry's
largest players headquartered outside of Canada. For example, Signet Jewelers Ltd., the parent company of Zale
Corporation, which owns Canada's largest jewellery store, Peoples Jewellers, is headquartered in Hamilton,
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Bermuda. IBISWorld estimates that an increasing number of internationally based jewellery stores will expand into
Canada over the five years to 2025.

Furthermore, the industry is moderately globalized due to the overseas sourcing of the industry's products. Even
though the trade of gems, jewels and metals is accounted for at the manufacturing level, jewellery imports affect this
industry's pricing. Additionally, since the industry sells items made out of commodities such as gold and silver,
jewellery stores are highly linked with the global market conditions that determine the price of such commodities.
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Major Companies

Major Players Zale Corporation

Market Share: 9.6%

Brand Names Peoples Jewellers, Mappins Jewellers

  Founded in 1924, the Zale Corporation (Zale) is the parent company for several jewellery store chains, including
Zales, Gordon's Jewelers, Peoples Jewellers (Peoples), Piercing Pagoda and Mappins Jewellers (Mappins). Zale
itself is under the parent organization, Signet Jewelers Ltd. (Signet), the world's largest retailer of diamond jewellery.
Headquartered in Irving, TX, Zale operates over 1,300 establishments across North America, and sells jewellery via
e-commerce websites in addition to its brick-and-mortar locations. Zale was initially acquired in May 2014 by Signet
for $1.8 billion. In fiscal 2020 (year-end February), Signet employed nearly 26,100 workers and reported $6.1 billion
in total company revenue.

Zale operates in Canada through its Peoples and Mappins stores. Peoples is a mall-based retailer of fine jewellery,
with 118 locations across all Canada. Founded as a family business in 1919, Peoples was the first Canadian-based
company to sell jewellery products on a time payment plan. Today, the company is the largest jewellery store chain
in Canada, with its locations spanning nine provinces. Peoples was acquired by Zale in June 1999. Mappins got its
start in 1935, and offers jewellery repair, credit programs and ear piercing services aside from selling industry goods.
When Signet acquired Zale in May 2014, it added both Peoples and Mappins to its brand portfolio and effectively
expanded into the Canadian jewellery market.

Financial performance

Over the five years to fiscal 2021, IBISWorld estimates that Zale's industry-relevant revenue has decreased at an
annualized rate of 2.4% to total $285.3 million. In addition to the decline in revenue experienced during the
company's acquisition, it has mainly fallen as a result of the COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic and the resulting
store closures during the peak of the pandemic. The restructuring included a full-scale overhaul of the company's
merchandise to include high-demand and high-margin products. The strategic change has reflected in Zale's
profitability, as evidenced by large decreases in the company's operating profit during the period. IBISWorld expects
that Zale's industry-relevant operating profit, measured as earnings before interest and taxes, will decline at an
annualized rate of 31.1% over the five years to fiscal 2021. This decline in profitability is also a result of the retail
store closures experienced to help mitigate the spread of coronavirus during the middle months of the reporting
period.

 
Zale Corporation (industry-relevant operations) - financial performance*

Year**
Revenue

($m)
Growth

(% change)
Operating Profit

($m)
Growth

(% change)
2015-16 321.8 N/C 43.8 N/C
2016-17 378.2 17.5 56.4 28.8
2017-18 338.8 -10.4 41.7 -26.1
2018-19 362.7 7.1 22.8 -45.3
2019-20 330.4 -8.9 21.8 -4.4
2020-21 285.3 -13.7 6.8 -68.8

Source: Annual Report and IBISWorld
Note: *Estimates; **Year-end February

Tiffany & Co.

Market Share: 7.0%

  Founded in 1837 and headquartered in New York City, Tiffany & Co. (Tiffany) is a manufacturer and retailer of fine
jewellery, known for its collection of diamonds, timepieces and sterling silver products. The company maintains 326
retail locations, including establishments in North America, South America, Europe and Asia. In fiscal 2019 (year-
end January), the company employed over 14,100 full- and part-time workers, and reported $4.4 billion in total
company revenue.

Tiffany's first Canadian store opened in 1991, at 85 Bloor Street West in Toronto. The company has since expanded
its operations across the country, and currently operates 13 brick-and-mortar Canadian stores. This includes three in
Toronto and Vancouver, two locations in both Calgary and Montreal and single locations in Ottawa; Edmonton, AB;
and Mississauga, ON. Each of these stores are in high foot traffic shopping districts, and are concentrated primarily
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in high-income areas. In fiscal 2019, sales in the Americas (including both North and South America) represented
43.0% of all worldwide net sales, although it is worth noting that sales in the United States accounted for 86.0% of
sales regarding the Americas segment itself.

Financial performance

Overall, the company has been able to successfully leverage its high-profile brand to drive sales throughout the
majority of the five years to fiscal 2020. However, the decline in 2020, due to COVID-19 (coronavirus), is expected
to drive sales lower during the period. IBISWorld estimates that Tiffany's industry-relevant revenue will decrease at
an annualized rate of 2.7% to $209.9 million, giving the company a 7.0% market share in the Jewellery Stores
industry in Canada. Furthermore, the company is frequently able to leverage its size to garner favourable contracts,
leading to increased profitability during the same period. However, due to coronavirus and the resulting shut down of
all their retail locations during the peak of the pandemic, this has caused Tiffany's operating profit to also decrease.
Its operating profit, measured as earnings before interest and taxes, is projected to fall at an annualized rate of
14.9%, reaching $12.1 million over the five years to fiscal 2020.

 
Tiffany & Co. (industry-relevant operations) - financial performance*

Year**
Revenue

($m)
Growth

(% change)
Operating Profit

($m)
Growth

(% change)
2015-16 240.6 N/C 27.2 N/C
2016-17 253.7 5.4 28.2 3.7
2017-18 254.3 0.2 22.6 -19.9
2018-19 266.4 4.8 35.2 55.8
2019-20 267.7 0.5 32.7 -7.1
2020-21 209.9 -21.6 12.1 -63.0

Source: Annual Report and IBISWorld
Note: *Estimates; **Year-end January

Birks Group Inc.

Market Share: 6.8%

Brand Names Birks, Brinkhaus

  Founded in 1879, Birks Group Inc. (Birks Group) is a leading designer, manufacturer and retailer of luxury jewellery.
Headquartered in Montreal, the company operates 30 leased retail stores across Canada under the brand names
Birks and Brinkhaus. However, the company's products are also sold in the United States and the United Kingdom in
addition to Canada, as the Birks Group conducts wholesale operations in those countries. In fiscal 2020 (year-end
March), the Birks Group reported $169.4 million in total company revenue, and employed 365 individuals in the
company's Canadian stores.

To maintain the luxury image of its brands, the company invests heavily in store remodelling and upkeep. In
addition, to uphold its brands' exclusivity, Birks Group has limited its retail presence. Rather than aggressively
expanding its store count, the company regularly reviews its retail network, closing underperforming locations and
replacing them with new stores in areas deemed to be more strategically situated. In fiscal 2016 alone, two stores
were relocated in Laval, QC, and Etobicoke, ON. In 2018, the Birks Group reopened its flagship store in downtown
Montreal following extensive renovations. The reopened location includes a Bridal Bar, Birks Concierge Service and
Birks Lounge.

Financial performance

Over the five years to fiscal 2021, IBISWorld estimates that the Birks Group's industry-relevant revenue has
decreased at an annualized rate of 1.3%, totalling $201.5 million. Overall, rising per capita disposable income levels
have helped stimulate increased consumer demand for the company's premium-priced luxury jewellery during the
period. However, the company's growth has been slower than that of the industry as a whole. Given the high price
points that are associated with its products, the Birks Group has struggled to sustain consistently rising sales
volumes. Moreover, and due to high external competition, the Birks Group contended with reduced profitability
during the period. A significant portion of industry sales is represented by one-off consumer purchases for
nonrecurring special occasions and events. Additionally, the renovations of two major stores in Toronto and
Montreal, as well as the temporary closure of its flagship store in Montreal, constrained the company's revenue. The
company's operating profit, measured as earnings before interest and taxes, is expected to decline significantly over
the five years to fiscal 2021.
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Birks Group Inc. (industry-relevant operations) - financial performance*

Year**
Revenue

($m)
Growth

(% change)
Operating Profit

($m)
Growth

(% change)
2015-16 215.5 N/C 7.9 N/C
2016-17 202.6 -6.0 -5.8 N/C
2017-18 190.1 -6.2 -23.3 301.7
2018-19 195.8 3.0 -17.6 -24.5
2019-20 224.8 14.8 -8.7 -50.6
2020-21 201.5 -10.4 -6.2 -28.7

Source: Annual Report and IBISWorld
Note: *Estimates; **Year-end March

Other Companies Michael Hill International Limited

  Market Share: 3.5%
  Founded in 1979, Michael Hill International Ltd. (Michael Hill) owns the Michael Hill and Emma & Roe brands of

jewellery chains. Headquartered in Brisbane, AU, the company operates 306 stores across Australia, New Zealand
and Canada. The company has emphasized its Canadian expansion in recent years, and has therefore focused on
growing its Canadian store count. Currently, Michael Hill operates 88 establishments across all of Canada. Due to
Michael Hill's strong emphasis on Canadian growth, IBISWorld estimates that the company's industry-relevant
revenue has expanded at an annualized rate of 1.9% over the five years to 2020, totalling $105.0 million.
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Operating Conditions

Capital
Intensity

The level of capital intensity is    Low

  The Jewellery Stores industry in Canada is characterized
by a low level of capital intensity. IBISWorld estimates that
for every $1.00 spent on labour in 2020, $0.10 is allocated
to capital costs. This figure has remained fairly unchanged
over the five years to 2020, increasing only marginally from
$0.09 in 2015. Jewellery stores typically require little
equipment and technology to operate. However, some
capital investment is nevertheless necessary in the form of
equipment to test the quality of diamonds and other
precious stones, in addition to purchasing fittings and
fixtures to create a desirable in-store ambiance via visual
merchandising initiatives. Depreciable asset purchases
also include displays, cash registers, glass cases, safes,
security cameras and computers.
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Technology &
Systems

Potential Disruptive Innovation: Factors Driving Threat of Change

Level Factor Disruptive
Effect

Description

Very Low Rate of
Innovation

Very
Unlikely

A ranked measure for the number of patents
assigned to an industry. A faster rate of new
patent additions to the industry increases the
likelihood of a disruptive innovation occurring.

High Innovation
Concentration

Likely A measure for the mix of patent classes
assigned to the industry. A greater
concentration of patents in one area increases
the likelihood of technological disruption of
incumbent operators.

High Ease of Entry Likely A qualitative measure of barriers to entry. Fewer
barriers to entry increases the likelihood that
new entrants can disrupt incumbents by putting
new technologies to use.

Very Low Rate of Entry Very
Unlikely

Annualized growth in the number of enterprises
in the industry, ranked against all other
industries. A greater intensity of companies
entering an industry increases the pool of
potential disruptors.

High Market
Concentration

Likely A ranked measure of the largest core market for
the industry. Concentrated core markets
present a low-end market or new market entry
point for disruptive technologies to capture
market share.

  The rate of new patent technologies entering the industry is low, which limits the potential for innovations. A low rate does
not mean that innovations cannot occur, just that the likelihood of some innovation materializing as a threat is lower.
However, the concentration of technologies is high in this industry. This suggests that industry operators have exposure to
potentially unforeseen areas of innovation.

The technological factors supporting the disruptive innovation potential are connected to an industry structure that is
accommodative to new entrants. The relative ease of entry into the industry magnifies the threat of disruption regardless of
other factors as one-off occurrences are more likely to succeed. However, the current rate of new entrants is low,
suggesting that there is a limited number of new companies that are potential innovators within the industry.

The major markets for this industry are highly concentrated, which implies that the market has a focus on key customer
segments. This presents an opportunity for strategic entrance into lower-end markets or unserved markets for innovations
to take on a disruptive trajectory.

Operators in the Jewellery Stores industry in Canada are not exposed to
significant technological disruptions on the part of competing industries
because operators provide an essential end product that cannot be easily
replaced.

The need for jewellery, such as pieces made from gold, diamonds, platinum and other rare metals and stones, is expected
to always remain in demand due to the scarcity of these materials and their universally accepted commodity pricing. There
will always be individuals seeking these particular products, both for investment purposes or simply for their own personal
enjoyment. Thus, there are no substitutes for the industry's products due to their inherent scarcity. This industry is also
heavily skill- and labour-intensive, as jewellery stores require professionals that understand these expensive products and
current market trends. Furthermore, jewellery buyers tend to prefer seeing the products in person at stores before making
purchase decisions. For these reasons, there are no disruptions at play that would make the industry irrelevant or replaced
by another industry, and this is expected by IBISWorld to remain the case over the five years to 2025.

The level of technology change is    Low

  The Jewellery Stores industry in Canada has experienced little technological
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change over the five years to 2020.

As many industry operators repair jewellery in addition to selling it, advancements in laser welding have had a slight effect
on the industry's activities. Due to its enhanced accuracy, laser welding enables more technical and detailed repairs than
was previously possible. Laser repairs have generally made repairs less noticeable, neater and stronger.

Technological advancements within the retail sector have also affected industry operations to an extent. Notable changes
include the introduction of electronic data interchange (EDI) and the ongoing shift to internet sales. EDI is the electronic
exchange of information between stores in the industry and between operators at different stages of the supply chain. This
technology has improved efficiency for retailers and reduced the need for human labour.

By increasing the scope of internet-only retailers, the proliferation of the internet over the past several decades has hurt the
industry. More consumers now purchase their jewellery online from websites such as Etsy, which poses a threat to
traditional brick-and-mortar establishments. While larger companies can take advantage of the internet to sell their products
online, smaller, single-establishment operators are typically unable to profit from selling their products online and
consequently have been the most affected by increasing online sales.

Revenue
Volatility

The level of volatility is    Medium

  The Jewellery Stores industry in Canada currently exhibits a moderate level of
revenue volatility.

Since the industry sells items made from commodities that are heavily traded on various exchanges across the world,
fluctuations in the respective prices of gold and silver, for example, can therefore induce volatility concerning the industry's
revenue by changing procurement costs, profitability and the final price charged to downstream consumers. Over the five
years to 2020, the prices of gold, silver, platinum and other precious metals have fluctuated significantly due to wavering
demand and an overall rise in global commodity prices as a whole, not only those specific to the jewellery sector. However,
rising per capita disposable income and growth in the number of high-income households kept the industry afloat. Over the
five years to 2020, industry revenue increased as much as 9.3% in 2015 and declined as much as 12.6% in 2020. Overall,
the industry's revenue fluctuated an average of 7.6% year-over-year.

Regulation &
Policy

The level of regulation is    Light and the trend is Steady

The Jewellery Stores industry in Canada is not characterized by strict
regulations, as most of the regulations regarding the jewellery sector are
already levied on the upstream Jewellery Manufacturing industry in Canada
(IBISWorld report 33991CA).

However, industry operators must abide by occupational regulations, such as those set forth by Canada's Occupational
Health and Safety Regulations standards and guidelines. Industry operators are also required to abide by minimum wage
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laws, tax laws and equal wage standards.

Industry
Assistance

The level of industry assistance is    None and the trend is Steady

The Jewellery Stores industry in Canada does not receive any government
assistance.

However, there are a few industry associations, such as the World Gold Council and the Canadian Jewellers Association
(CJA), that provide various forms of assistance for industry operators. The CJA in particular has been promoting best
practices since 1918, and aims to provide members with assistance in education, research, technology-based solutions,
advertising and obtaining credit.

In addition, due to the COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic, the industry is expected to receive governmental aid to help keep
operators afloat. The Canada Emergency Wage Subsidy (CEWS) plan is one of many coronavirus relief programs that
attempts to aid operators. The CEWS will assist operators by covering 75.0% of an employee's wages and aims to enable
companies to rehire employees to avoid layoffs.

With over 95.0% of establishments employing fewer than 50 workers in 2020, according to IBISWorld and Statistics
Canada estimates, the Canada Emergency Business Account (CEBA) provides further assistance for operators. The
federal government is guaranteeing bank loans for small businesses and has been implemented by eligible financial
institutions in cooperation with Export Development Canada. The CEBA program is intended to assist with operating costs
during the coronavirus pandemic. Through a new Business Credit Availability Program, Business Development Bank of
Canada and Export Development Canada are providing more than $40.0 billion in loans and other forms of credit support
and enhancement at market rates to businesses with viable business models.
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Key Statistics
Industry Data

Year
Revenue

($m)
IVA

($m)
Establishments

(Units)
Enterprises

(Units)
Employment

(Units)
Exports

($m)
Imports

($m)
Wages

($m)

Domestic
Demand

($m)

Number of
households

earning $100k
or more ($)

2011 2,990 810 5,506 4,964 20,794 N/A N/A 535 N/A 3,080,590
2012 3,053 829 5,474 4,941 21,339 N/A N/A 566 N/A 3,268,910
2013 2,882 755 5,338 4,817 19,752 N/A N/A 512 N/A 3,445,820
2014 2,927 762 5,383 4,866 18,743 N/A N/A 507 N/A 3,634,990
2015 3,198 794 5,306 4,800 19,065 N/A N/A 525 N/A 3,788,070
2016 3,171 783 5,189 4,679 18,988 N/A N/A 512 N/A 3,882,450
2017 3,398 764 5,018 4,506 18,184 N/A N/A 439 N/A 4,111,600
2018 3,412 774 4,851 4,347 17,816 N/A N/A 469 N/A 4,340,943
2019 3,413 802 4,687 4,201 17,446 N/A N/A 499 N/A 4,525,505
2020 2,984 637 4,390 3,951 15,810 N/A N/A 449 N/A 4,236,472
2021 3,000 701 4,327 3,890 15,720 N/A N/A 447 N/A 4,323,401
2022 2,997 697 4,246 3,812 15,576 N/A N/A 444 N/A 4,518,372
2023 3,005 695 4,171 3,739 15,458 N/A N/A 441 N/A 4,733,535
2024 2,993 684 4,088 3,660 15,271 N/A N/A 437 N/A 4,947,212
2025 2,985 676 4,013 3,589 15,117 N/A N/A 433 N/A 5,146,494

Annual Change

Year
Revenue

(%)
IVA
(%)

Establishments
(%)

Enterprises
(%)

Employment
(%)

Exports
(%)

Imports
(%)

Wages
(%)

Domestic
Demand

(%)

Number of
households

earning $100k
or more (%)

2011 5.93 5.02 3.24 4.19 3.71 N/A N/A -0.54 N/A 7.36
2012 2.10 2.24 -0.59 -0.47 2.62 N/A N/A 5.75 N/A 6.11
2013 -5.59 -8.90 -2.49 -2.51 -7.44 N/A N/A -9.46 N/A 5.41
2014 1.53 0.92 0.84 1.01 -5.11 N/A N/A -0.98 N/A 5.48
2015 9.27 4.23 -1.44 -1.36 1.71 N/A N/A 3.51 N/A 4.21
2016 -0.85 -1.38 -2.21 -2.53 -0.41 N/A N/A -2.54 N/A 2.49
2017 7.15 -2.46 -3.30 -3.70 -4.24 N/A N/A -14.1 N/A 5.90
2018 0.40 1.28 -3.33 -3.53 -2.03 N/A N/A 6.78 N/A 5.57
2019 0.03 3.65 -3.39 -3.36 -2.08 N/A N/A 6.30 N/A 4.25
2020 -12.6 -20.6 -6.34 -5.96 -9.38 N/A N/A -10.1 N/A -6.39
2021 0.55 10.0 -1.44 -1.55 -0.57 N/A N/A -0.34 N/A 2.05
2022 -0.10 -0.56 -1.88 -2.01 -0.92 N/A N/A -0.74 N/A 4.50
2023 0.26 -0.36 -1.77 -1.92 -0.76 N/A N/A -0.57 N/A 4.76
2024 -0.41 -1.60 -1.99 -2.12 -1.21 N/A N/A -1.07 N/A 4.51
2025 -0.27 -1.15 -1.84 -1.94 -1.01 N/A N/A -0.85 N/A 4.02

Key Ratios

Year
IVA/Revenue

(%)

Imports/
Demand

(%)

Exports/
Revenue

(%)

Revenue per
Employee

($'000)

Wages/
Revenue

(%)

Employees per
estab.
(Units) Average Wage  ($)

2011 27.1 N/A N/A 144 17.9 3.78 25,719
2012 27.1 N/A N/A 143 18.5 3.90 26,505
2013 26.2 N/A N/A 146 17.8 3.70 25,926
2014 26.0 N/A N/A 156 17.3 3.48 27,055
2015 24.8 N/A N/A 168 16.4 3.59 27,532
2016 24.7 N/A N/A 167 16.1 3.66 26,943
2017 22.5 N/A N/A 187 12.9 3.62 24,164
2018 22.7 N/A N/A 192 13.8 3.67 26,336
2019 23.5 N/A N/A 196 14.6 3.72 28,591
2020 21.4 N/A N/A 189 15.0 3.60 28,381
2021 23.4 N/A N/A 191 14.9 3.63 28,448
2022 23.3 N/A N/A 192 14.8 3.67 28,499
2023 23.1 N/A N/A 194 14.7 3.71 28,555
2024 22.8 N/A N/A 196 14.6 3.74 28,597
2025 22.6 N/A N/A 197 14.5 3.77 28,643

Figures are inflation adjusted to 2020
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Additional Resources
Additional
Resources

Statistics Canada
http://www.statcan.gc.ca

Innovation, Science and Economic Development Canada
http://www.ic.gc.ca

Canadian Jewellers Association
http://www.canadianjewellers.com

Industry Jargon CUT
The angles and proportions created in transforming a rough diamond into a polished diamond. A diamond that is
well cut is more valuable than a diamond that is not.

ELECTRONIC DATA INTERCHANGE (EDI)
The transmission of data between businesses from one computer system to another.

GEMOLOGIST
An expert in precious stones that can often identify and evaluate types of gems.

KARAT
A unit of measurement that describes the purity of gold.

Glossary BARRIERS TO ENTRY
High barriers to entry mean that new companies struggle to enter an industry, while low barriers mean it is easy for
new companies to enter an industry.

CAPITAL INTENSITY
Compares the amount of money spent on capital (plant, machinery and equipment) with that spent on labour.
IBISWorld uses the ratio of depreciation to wages as a proxy for capital intensity. High capital intensity is more than
$0.333 of capital to $1 of labour; medium is $0.125 to $0.333 of capital to $1 of labour; low is less than $0.125 of
capital for every $1 of labour.

CONSTANT PRICES
The dollar figures in the Key Statistics table, including forecasts, are adjusted for inflation using the current year (i.e.
year published) as the base year. This removes the impact of changes in the purchasing power of the dollar, leaving
only the "real" growth or decline in industry metrics. The inflation adjustments in IBISWorld’s reports are made using
Statistics Canada's implicit GDP price deflator.

DOMESTIC DEMAND
Spending on industry goods and services within Canada, regardless of their country of origin. It is derived by adding
imports to industry revenue, and then subtracting exports.

EMPLOYMENT
The number of permanent, part-time, temporary and casual employees, working proprietors, partners, managers
and executives within the industry.

ENTERPRISE
A division that is separately managed and keeps management accounts. Each enterprise consists of one or more
establishments that are under common ownership or control.

ESTABLISHMENT
The smallest type of accounting unit within an enterprise, an establishment is a single physical location where
business is conducted or where services or industrial operations are performed. Multiple establishments under
common control make up an enterprise.

EXPORTS
Total value of industry goods and services sold by Canadian companies to customers abroad.

IMPORTS
Total value of industry goods and services brought in from foreign countries to be sold in Canada.

INDUSTRY CONCENTRATION
An indicator of the dominance of the top four players in an industry. Concentration is considered high if the top
players account for more than 70% of industry revenue. Medium is 40% to 70% of industry revenue. Low is less
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than 40%.

INDUSTRY REVENUE
The total sales of industry goods and services (exclusive of excise and sales tax); subsidies on production; all other
operating income from outside the firm (such as commission income, repair and service income, and rent, leasing
and hiring income); and capital work done by rental or lease. Receipts from interest royalties, dividends and the sale
of fixed tangible assets are excluded.

INDUSTRY VALUE ADDED
The market value of goods and services produced by the industry minus the cost of goods and services used in
production. IVA is also described as the industry's contribution to GDP, or profit plus wages and depreciation.

INTERNATIONAL TRADE
The level of international trade is determined by ratios of exports to revenue and imports to domestic demand. For
exports/revenue: low is less than 5%; medium is 5% to 20%; and high is more than 20%. Imports/domestic demand:
low is less than 5%; medium is 5% to 35%; and high is more than 35%.

LIFE CYCLE
All industries go through periods of growth, maturity and decline. IBISWorld determines an industry's life cycle by
considering its growth rate (measured by IVA) compared with GDP; the growth rate of the number of establishments;
the amount of change the industry's products are undergoing; the rate of technological change; and the level of
customer acceptance of industry products and services.

NONEMPLOYING ESTABLISHMENT
Businesses with no paid employment or payroll, also known as nonemployers. These are mostly set up by self-
employed individuals.

PROFIT
IBISWorld uses earnings before interest and tax (EBIT) as an indicator of a company’s profitability. It is calculated as
revenue minus expenses, excluding interest and tax.

REGIONS
Prairies | AB, SK, MB
Atlantic | NB, NS, PE, NL
Territories | YT, NT, NU

VOLATILITY
The level of volatility is determined by averaging the absolute change in revenue in each of the past five years.
Volatility levels: very high is more than ±20%; high volatility is ±10% to ±20%; moderate volatility is ±3% to ±10%;
and low volatility is less than ±3%.

WAGES
The gross total wages and salaries of all employees in the industry.
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